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Historical essay Luis Íñigo Fernández
The narration of the forging of Spain from the first prehistoric inhabitants 
to Carlos II, and the decline of the Habsburgs, through the formation of the 

Spanish Empire, and its American adventure.
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Synopsis
Beginning with Prehistory the passage through the Neolithic age is described, and also the 
three-age system, to finally reach the romanization of the Iberian Peninsula despite the great 
initial indigenous opposition. It describes the metallurgical exploitation, and the develop-
ment of the agriculture, to arrive at the Arab invasion, and the later establishment of the 
Umayyad Caliphate in Cordoba. The narration of the Reconquest is approached from a socio-
economic, and cultural point of view.

The american adventure led to the establishment of the Spanish Empire, but soon the decline 
will reach politics and economy Spain, but not in the artistic, as the cultural splendour would 
baptise this time as the Spanish Golden Age.  

Biography
Luis Íñigo Fernández  is a widely recognised author. He has a Bachelor 
Degree and holds a PhD in History and author of numerous articles, and 
books of historical theme. Specialist in History on a disclosure level, he 
is the director of the collection Brief History of Nowtilus, in which he has 
published numerous titles (Brief History of Alchemy, Brief History of the II 
Spanish Republic, Brief History of the Industrial Revolution, Brief History Of 
the Battle of Lepanto, a Brief History of science fiction, or a Brief History of 
the Battle of Trafalgar. He is also author of Universal History in 100 Ques-
tions, and The history of Spain in 100 questions.

Sales pitch
- Brief History of Spain I is a title of historical disclosure on the history of Spain, from Prehis-
tory era to the 18th century. A complete work that combines scientific rigour with an infor-
mative nature, which is enclosed in Nowtilus’s commitment to updating its most emblematic 
titles in the catalogue.

- Thanks to this work the readers will learn the fundamental facts which allow them to under-
stand the history of Spain. The author explains with rigour, and amenity the global historical 
processes in which these events are framed. 

- This extended edition of Brief History of Spain I intersperses historical texts that are con-
temporary to the facts, as well as explanatory graphics that bring a higher level of depth in 
the chapters narrated on the history of Spain.

- Like the other titles in the Brief History collection, the work is lavishly illustrated with more 
than 60 maps, and images that allows the reader to contextualise the historical narration of 
the facts.

- Luis Íñigo is a widely recognised author. He has a Bachelor Degree and holds a PhD in 
History and author of numerous articles, and books of historical theme. Specialist in History 
on a disclosure level, he is the director of the collection Brief History of Nowtilus, in which 
he has published numerous titles (Brief History of Alchemy, Brief History of the II Spanish 
Republic, Brief History of the Industrial Revolution, Brief History Of the Battle of Lepanto, a 
Brief History of science fiction, or a Brief History of the Battle of Trafalgar. He is also author 
of Universal History in 100 Questions, and The history of Spain in 100 questions.
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